Better decisions with
smarter metering systems

SMARTER METERING
with Affectus Alba
Enable better decisions with
Affectus Alba, a smarter
metering system

Alba is Affectus long-term,
flexible and general system
for collecting, processing
and presenting different type
of data.

scalable from a few meters to
tens of thousands. The
collected data is stored as
historical values as well as
displayed online.

Affectus Alba is a wellestablished platform for
collecting measurement
values and has been on the
market since 2002 with a
good reputation. Alba is

Affectus Alba handles meter
readings, hourly values,
instrument values, etc. Data
can be presented flexibly
with embedded standard
reports.

Alba is modular and modern,
built with focus on
performance and
presentation. The system is
easily adapted to varying
conditions and needs.
Affectus Alba is available in
three variants as Cloud
Service, Enterprise Server or
Appliance Server.
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Protocols
IEC 1107
M-Bus
Modbus
OPC
NMEA
EDIEL
TCP/UDP
IEC 61850
…

Devices
ABB
Schneider
Metrum
EMH
CEWE
Vaisala
Elster
Landis+Gyr
Kamstrup
…

Processing
Alarms
Online value
Station balans
Settlement
Forecasts
Invoicing
Load control
…

Affectus Alba is a general system
for collecting data from different
meter makes

With specific or general modules,
Affectus Alba can read data from
different meters, terminals or
other devices. Modules may be
for standard protocols such as
Modbus, M-Bus, IEC 61850 or
meter-specific protocols.

Real-time processing of
collected data with advanced
functions and algorithms

Collected data is processed
immediately as it becomes
available in the system. The
processing can be done in
functions or other modules that
subscribe to incoming data.
Data processing can be used to
send alarms or export data to
other systems. Examples of
advanced features may be
moving averages, idle

With Affectus Alba, it is possible
to use distributed reading of
meters where collection takes
place locally in stations, and key
data is passed on to a central
system. This is valuable in
surveillance over large areas to
achieve high accuracy in time
and save bandwidth.
Affectus Alba handles all types of
data such as electricity, heat,
compressed air, water, etc., in a
single system.
calculation, degree days
correction, etc.
Collected data and function
results are stored in a SQL
database. Affectus Alba has
support for MS SQL Server and
PostgreSQL.

Data is presented in web reports
and dashboards on both
computers and smartphones

Alba has a flexible reporting tool,
with the ability to create custom
report templates that can easily
be shared with others. These can
be standard reports in the form
of graphs and tables, but can
also be extended with reports
adapted for specific purposes.

For online data or quick access to
historical values, dashboards are
used in forms of process images,
maps, overviews, etc., which are
built as desired.

Easily integrated with other
systems

Based on needs, Affectus Alba is
easily integrated with other
systems such as SCADA system,
business system, settlement
system, MatLab, ClickView, etc.

Integration can be done via file
exchange, OPC, IEC 61850,
Modbus, MSCONS, Web-service,
etc.

About Affectus

Affectus has developed systems
for the energy sector and
industry, installed around the
world since 1994.

research and development in the
energy sector.

Integration
Import/Export
Webservices
OPC
EDI
SAP
SCADA
SQL
IEC 61850
…

Using Affectus Alba, all meters
can be read with a single system
that manages all meter types and
protocols.

We have a high level of technical
knowledge at the masters
degree level and are active in
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Affectus Alba is used daily by
several of Sweden's largest
industries and energy
companies.

info@affectus.se

